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Abstract 10 

In this study, new types of folded structures with different base shapes (i.e. triangle, square and 11 

pentagon) are proposed. Each structure is folded from a thin sheet of aluminium, with the 12 

geometry of open-top truncated pyramid and connected inclination sidewalls. The purpose of 13 

this unique geometry is to increase the crushing resistance of the folded structure while 14 

maintaining a uniform collapsing behaviour under different crushing rates as compared with 15 

other existing folded kirigami structures. Three base shapes, i.e. triangle, square and pentagon, 16 

are considered in this study. Geometric parameters are derived for these structures based on 17 

three governing parameters: top and bottom edge length and cell height. Numerical models of 18 

these structures are firstly calibrated with quasi-static crushing test data followed by dynamic 19 

crushing simulations. To evaluate the crushing performances, structural responses including 20 

peak and average crushing stress, uniformity ratio and densification strain are compared among 21 

these three structures and also with the widely studied Miura-origami structure of the same 22 

density. Superior performances of crushing are observed for the proposed open-top truncated 23 

pyramid structure with higher average stress and more uniform collapsing under various 24 

loading rates, indicating potential application as energy absorber.  25 
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1. Introduction 28 

One of the most widely known rigid foldable origami pattern was firstly proposed by Miura [1] 29 

in 1972. Miura-type origami structure is folded from an un-broken sheet material along straight 30 

creases without twisting or stretching the structure faces. It was firstly proposed as a solar panel 31 

packaging method for space deployment [2] and recently investigated as core of sandwich 32 

structure [3-5]. Comparing with conventional sandwich structure core such as honeycomb, the 33 

open channel design of Miura-type origami core allows moisture and heat to escape, as well as 34 

the ability to be continuously fabricated from one thin sheet material [5, 6]. In terms of crushing 35 

resistance, however, Miura-type origami core is not comparable to the conventional 36 

honeycomb core of similar density [7]. Furthermore, failure mode of plate buckling is also 37 

observed on Miura-type core under out-of-plane impact, leading to a non-uniform collapse. It 38 

also has a high initial peak force followed by a significant force reduction [5], a drawback for 39 

being used as a sacrificial layer for structure protection as the honeycomb core.  40 

To increase the crushing resistance and achieve a more uniform crushing resistance of the 41 

folded structure, curved-crease foldcores were proposed [7, 8]. Different from the standard 42 

Miura-type foldcore, curved-crease foldcores are folded along curves instead of segments of 43 

straight lines. Good performance of this type of foldcore is shown by comparing with the 44 

standard Miura-type, with an increase in average crushing stress and a more uniform collapsing 45 

of the core. Its crushing resistance is also comparable with honeycomb structure of the same 46 

material and density while possessing a much more uniform collapsing [9]. Crushing 47 

behaviours of Kirigami foldcore have been recently studied as well [10]. Different from 48 

Origami foldcore, the sheet of kirigami structure can be cut, stamped or punched prior to 49 

folding, therefore achieving more complex geometry and potentially increasing their crushing 50 

resistance capacity. Up to 74% rise in average crushing stress is achieved for cube strip kirigami 51 

foldcore under quasi-static crushing comparing to the standard Miura-type origami foldcore 52 

and a comparable crushing resistance to honeycomb structure [10]. However, unlike other 53 

folded structures, the best performing kirigami structures including both cube strip and 54 

diamond strip kirigami foldcores, cannot be fabricated using a single sheet material. Multiple 55 

sheet strips are required to be folded individually and placed for the fabrication of a single 56 

panel.  57 

In many of the existing kirigami folded structures [10, 11], not all vertical faces are connected 58 

with adjacent faces. Further improvements in crushing resistance and energy absorption are 59 
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expected for folded structure with connected vertical faces, due to more constraints provided 60 

under out-of-plane crushing. However, fully constrained cellular core could lead to a non-61 

uniform collapsing with a high initial peak force and the crushing resistance may become very 62 

sensitive to strain rate due to the inertial stabilization provided by the fully connected sidewalls, 63 

similar to honeycomb structure [12]. An open-top truncated square pyramid folded structure 64 

(Figure 1) with interconnected sidewalls was proposed and studied in [13, 14], aiming to 65 

achieve a higher crushing resistance as well as single sheet fabrication. Its structural behaviours 66 

under out-of-plane quasi-static and dynamic crushing were investigated and compared with 67 

cube strip kirigami foldcore and aluminium foam of the same density. Good performances with 68 

high crushing resistance, low uniformity ratio (i.e. ratio of peak to average crushing stress), 69 

large densification strain and low strain rate sensitivity were observed for the proposed 70 

truncated square pyramid folded structure. Its blast mitigation capability as cladding core was 71 

also numerically studied [15, 16]. 72 

 73 

Figure 1. Sample of a single unit of truncated square pyramid folded from aluminium sheet 74 
（hand folded） 75 

Open-top truncated pyramid kirigami foldcores with different base shapes including triangle, 76 

square and pentagon are experimentally and numerically studied in this paper. Three samples 77 

are named as truncated triangular pyramid (TTP), truncated square pyramid (TSP) and 78 

truncated pentagonal pyramid (TPP). Samples of these foldcores are folded by hand and 79 

crushed under quasi-static loading condition. The crushing test data is used for the construction 80 

and calibration of the numerical model. Dynamic out-of-plane crushing are then carried out 81 

numerically for these foldcores and compared with standard Miura-type foldcore of the same 82 

density and similar dimensions. The effects of geometric parameters of the truncated pyramid 83 

foldcore such as base shape, interconnection size and shape are investigated and discussed.  84 
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2. Geometric parameters 85 

Table 1. Geometric parameters of three folded structures with base shapes of triangle, square 86 
and pentagon 87 
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 88 

Folding configurations of three truncated pyramid kirigami structure are shown in Figure 2. As 89 

can be observed in Figure 1, small folding gaps near the corners of the unit cell may exist, 90 

which are considered in the numerical models. Triangular interconnections are placed to 91 

connect all adjacent inclined sidewalls along the vertical folding creases for each unit cell. 92 

Therefore, the geometry of the folded structure is governed by three parameters only, the length 93 

of bottom and top edges, a, b and the foldcore height H. Other geometric parameters (c, l, α, β, 94 

γ, x) marked out in Figure 2 can be expressed by three governing parameters a, b and H as 95 

shown in Table 1. Note that Asurf is the surface area of a single unit cell of the foldcore, ρv is 96 
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the volumetric density of the foldcore, and T is the thickness of the cell walls of foldcore. ρv is 97 

calculated using the volume of sheet material in one unit cell divided by the overall volume. 98 

 99 

Figure 2. Folding creases and folding configurations with geometric parameters marked out 100 
for (a) truncated triangle, (b) square and (c) pentagon pyramid folded structures 101 
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In order to form a tessellated pattern using these structures, polygons on both top and bottom 102 

planes are set to be regular polygons in this study. In other words, sides of polygons are in 103 

equal length for individual unit cell of triangle, square and pentagon truncated pyramid 104 

structures. Tessellated pattern can be easily formed without any gap for triangle and square 105 

truncated pyramid kirigami structures. As for pentagon, there is no possible way to arrange 106 

them in a plane in order to form edge-to-edge contact with all adjacent ones. Different 107 

arrangements are studied where various patterns are formed with slight gaps between adjacent 108 

regular pentagons [17]. One of the simplest tessellated pattern for pentagon is used for this 109 

study as shown in Figure 3, where a single unit cell is marked out in dash lines including the 110 

pentagon and small gaps on both sides. Note that the base area used in calculation is the unit 111 

cell base area including the pentagon and the small gap marked out. This unit cell area selection 112 

is important for crushing behaviour of pentagonal truncated pyramid as sidewalls from adjacent 113 

units may slide towards and interact with each other. Boundary conditions for quasi-static test 114 

and numerical simulation are set accordingly.  115 

 116 

Figure 3, Simple tessellated pattern for regular pentagons where single unit cell area is 117 
marked out in dash lines 118 

3. Numerical model validation 119 

3.1 Quasi-static compression test 120 

Hand-fold samples of three structures are crushed under quasi-static compression test with a 121 

constant rate of 1 mm/min, as shown in Figure 4. The three key governing parameters, bottom 122 

and top edge length, a, b and height H are kept same for all the three structures, where a=40 123 

mm, b=20 mm, H=20 mm. Other parameters are shown in Table 2.Three samples have the same 124 

top and bottom edge length and height. It should be noted that 0.15 mm sheet for TTP and 0.26 125 

mm sheet for TSP give the same relative density (or volumetric density) of 2.7% for testing. 126 
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Due to the availability of aluminium sheet in Australian market, there is no aluminium (1060) 127 

sheet with proper thickness for TPP to have the same relative density as TTP and TSP for the 128 

tests. In the tests, 0.26 mm sheet is used for TPP to give the volumetric density of 1.7%. In the 129 

subsequent numerical simulation, the thicknesses for TTP, TSP and TTP are adjusted as 130 

0.15mm, 0.26mm and 0.43mm, respectively to ensure the same relative density of 2.7% and 131 

their performances are analyzed and compared. 132 

 133 

Figure 4. (a) Base plates of the foldcores with 2 mm high outer boundary; (b) foldcores set-up 134 
with base plates; (c) quasi-static crushing test set-up 135 
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Table 2. Geometric parameters of hand folded samples  136 

Fold
core 

a 
(mm) 

b 
(mm) 

H 
(mm) 

c 
(mm) 

l  
(mm) 

γ 
(degr

ee) 

β 
(degre

e) 

α 
(degr

ee) 

x 
(mm) 

t 
(mm) 

𝝆𝒗 

% 

TTP 40 20 20 21 23 64 60 34 20 0.15 2.7 

TSP 40 20 20 22 24 67 55 22 21 0.26 2.7 

TPP 40 20 20 24 26 68 50 14 22 0.26 1.7 

As shown in Figure 4 (b), some slightly bent sidewalls and minor gaps can be observed near 137 

the bottom edges, caused by hand folding process. These hand folding induced imperfections 138 

are unlikely to be avoided. Advanced machining such as stamping can be developed in future 139 

to reduce the imperfections and enhance folding speed. Samples are simply supported by a 140 

steel plate with the boundary of 2 mm high to constrain the sidewall movements along the 141 

bottom edges. This is to better investigate the behaviour of a foldcore with an array of unit cells 142 

where the interaction between adjacent sidewalls shall be considered. Glue and other types of 143 

fixing between foldcore and support plate are not used.  144 

Tensile test of the aluminium sheet used for sample fabrication is carried out to obtain its stress 145 

strain data based on ASTM E8M-04 [18]. A constant loading rate of 0.5 mm/min is applied for 146 

the aluminium strip specimen with the thickness of 0.26 mm. The full fields of displacement 147 

and strain of the specimens are measured using Digital Image Correlation (DIC-2D) techniques. 148 

The DIC image of strain field along loading direction of aluminium strip specimen at maximum 149 

strain and the obtained true stress strain curve are shown in Figure 5. 150 
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 151 

Figure 5. DIC image of aluminium strip specimen under direct tensile test at its maximum 152 
strain and true stress strain curve of aluminium 1060 strip tested  153 

3.2 Numerical modelling 154 

Finite element software LS-DYNA 971 is used for numerical simulation in this paper. The 155 

folded structures are constructed using Belytschko-Tsay type shell element and placed between 156 

two rigid solid blocks. The bottom solid block is set to be a fixed rigid block, and the top block 157 

moves at a constant speed of 0.05 m/s towards the fixed base plate till around 80% crushing 158 

strain is reached for the foldcores. The 1mm/min quasi-static crushing speed used in test is time 159 

consuming for the numerical simulation and 0.05 m/s was found sufficient to simulate accurate 160 

quasi-static loading in the numerical simulation [10]. Similar to the testing set up in Figure 4, 161 

simple boundary condition is applied for foldcore where the base plate has a 2mm high 162 

boundary and no glue or fixing is used in the numerical model as presented in Figure 6.  163 
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 164 

Figure 6. Numerical models of TTP, TSP and TPP folded structures with simple boundary  165 

Material model *MAT024 PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTICITY is used for the foldcore. 166 

Material properties and true plastic stress-strain data of aluminium 1060 sheet material are 167 

listed in Table 3 and Table 4. The strain rate effect of aluminium is not considered in this study, 168 

as it is not significant [19]. Contacts are described using keyword *CONTACT AUTOMATIC 169 

SINGLE SURFACE and *CONTACT AUTOMATIC NODES TO SURFACE for self-contact 170 

of the cell walls during the crushing process and the contact between foldcore and the support 171 

plate/top crushing plate, respectively. Friction is considered for both contacts. 172 

Table 3. Material properties of Aluminium 1060  173 

Parameter 
Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 
Poisson’s 

ratio 
Yield stress 

(MPa) 
Density  
(kg/m3) 

Value 69 0.33 66.7 2710 

 174 

Table 4. True plastic stress-strain data of Aluminium 1060 175 

Strain 0 0.002 0.005 0.013 0.063 0.121 

Stress (MPa) 0 66.7 112.3 120.1 125.8 130.6 

 176 
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3.3 Model validation 177 

 178 

Figure 7. Comparison of stress-strain curves of three types of foldcores from numerical 179 
simulation and experimental tests  180 

The stress-strain curves for the three types of truncated pyramid kirigami structures from both 181 

numerical simulation and quasi-static experiment are presented in Figure 7. Some 182 

discrepancies of initial peak crushing force are shown in all the three types of structures, which 183 

is caused by the imperfections of the samples induced by hand folding process. As can been 184 

seen from Figure 4 (b), the sidewalls are slightly bent and some gaps are shown between the 185 

foldcore and the base plate, which leads to uneven loading and easier buckling of some walls 186 

in the initial crushing stage. Similar discrepancy has been observed for other folded structures 187 

as well [10]. Once initial deformation occurs and the loading plate is in full contact with the 188 

core structure, the FE simulation and experimental results match well. The key parameters 189 

including initial peak crushing force, Ppeak, average crushing force, Pave, uniformity ratio, U, 190 

and densificaiton strain, εD, from both experiment and numerical simulation are compared and 191 

given in Table 5. The intial peak forces from FE results are larger than those from experiments 192 

because of the imperfection of the hand folded cores as explained above. However, other key 193 

parameters, including plateau stress and densification strain, are in good agreement for all 194 
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foldcores. These two parameters determine energy absorption capability of the core [10]. 195 

Therefore, the numerical models of these open-top truncated pyramid folded structures are 196 

considered acceptable for evaluating the foldcore behaviour and energy absorption. 197 

Table 5. Key parameters from experiment and numerical simulation 198 

Foldcore Ppeak
 (kN) Pave (kN) U= Ppeak /Pave εD 

TTP 
Exp 0.95 0.82 1.16 0.67 

FE 1.27 0.94 1.35 0.71 

TSP 
Exp 1.78 1.49 1.19 0.70 

FE 2.59 1.83 1.42 0.73 

TPP 
Exp 0.58 0.46 1.26 0.68 

FE 0.86 0.46 1.86 0.65 

 199 

 200 

Figure 8. Damage modes (a) TTP experimental; (b) TTP numerical; (c) TSP experimental; 201 
(d) TSP numerical; (e) TPP numerical; (f) TPP experimental; (g) front view of TPP 202 

numerical; (h) front view of TPP experimental 203 

Damage modes of the three types of folded structures are shown in Figure 8 by comparing both 204 

results from experimental test and numerical simulation. Due to the high inclination angle of 205 

TTP and TSP, multiple buckling on sidewalls especially along the intersection lines is 206 

presented. Deformations of these two types are less symmetrical and more randomly distributed 207 

in the experiment as compared to the numerical results. TPP, however, experiences less 208 

deformation on the sidewalls and no obvious buckling along intersection lines as the lines 209 

remain relatively straight. The sidewalls are bent towards centre of each unit cell and the lift-210 
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up of the corners can be observed during crushing as shown in Figure 8 (g, h). The lift-up of 211 

corners is caused by the sliding in this simple boundary condition and the low inclination angle 212 

of TPP foldcore. The overall damage modes between experimental and numerical results are 213 

in good agreement.  214 

4. Quasi-static crushing 215 

Structural responses of three folded structures, i.e. TTP, TSP and TPP are numerically 216 

simulated and compared with the most common folded structure, i.e. Miura type origami [5]. 217 

The Miura type foldcore sample has the same overall dimensions as the truncated square 218 

pyramid (TSP), with the dimension of 80x80x20 mm and four unit cells. Other geometric 219 

parameters are shown in Figure 9. Same simple boundary condition is used for the numerical 220 

simulation as well as the material and contact settings. Because of the differences in geometries 221 

the tested samples have different relative densities.  In numerical simulations, for comparison 222 

the relative density of all the considered core structures are made the same, i.e. 2.7%, which is 223 

achieved by adjusting the thickness of all foldcores including the Miura type. The 224 

corresponding parameters are listed in Table 6. 225 

The wall thickness is calculated as: v base

surf

A H
t

A




 
where t is the wall thickness, ρv is the 226 

volumetric relative density, Abase is the base area of the model, H is the height of foldcore and 227 

Asurf is the outer surface area of the model. 228 

 229 

Figure 9. Miura-type origami foldcore with four unit cells (a) numerical model and base 230 
plate; (b) isometric view; (c) front view; (d) top view 231 

Table 6. Parameters of the foldcores 232 

Foldcore with 
relative density 

2.7% 

Miura type 
foldcore 

Truncated 
triangular 

pyramid (TTP) 

Truncated 
square pyramid 

(TSP) 

Truncated 
pentagonal 

pyramid (TPP) 
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Wall thickness 
(mm) 

0.31 0.15 0.26 0.43 

model base area 
(mm^2) 

6400 
(4 unit cell) 

2771 
(4 unit cell)

6400 
(4 unit cell)

6449 
(2 unit cell)

model surface 
area (mm^2) 

11081 10207 13337 8539 

 233 

4.1 Stress-strain curve comparison among foldcores with simple boundary 234 

The stress strain curves of these simply supported foldcores under quasi-static loading are 235 

presented in Figure 10. Truncated triangular pyramid (TTP) structure demonstrates the best 236 

performance among the considered foldcores. It has a lower initial peak stress, a higher average 237 

stress and larger densification strain comparing with the other truncated pyramid structures and 238 

the Miura-type foldcore. All the three types of truncated pyramid structures have a low initial 239 

peak stress resistances of truncated pyramid structures reach their overall peak at around 0.1 240 

strain in indicating relatively low crushing resistance at early stage as compared to Miura-type 241 

foldcore. The crushing the plateau stage of the crushing as compared to the initial elastic stage 242 

for Miura-type which reaches its overall peak at around 0.02 strain. The average crushing stress 243 

of TTP and TSP exceed the Miura-type foldcore and possess a larger densification strain, which 244 

corresponds to a sudden increase of the stress-strain gradient at the end of the plateau stage of 245 

the deformation. As for TPP, the average crushing resistance is slightly lower than the other 246 

types and it has a similar densification strain as Miura-type, even though it has the lowest 247 

overall peak stress among these foldcores. 248 
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 249 

Figure 10. Stress strain curves of four types of foldcores under flatwise quasi-static crushing 250 
with simple boundary  251 

Table 7. Peak and average stress, uniformity ratio (U) and densification strain (εD) of four 252 
foldcores under flatwise quasi-static crushing 253 

Foldcore σpeak
 (MPa) σave (MPa) U= σpeak /σave εD 

Miura 0.486 0.268 1.81 0.66 
TTP 0.458 0.340 1.35 0.74 
TSP 0.405 0.286 1.42 0.76 
TPP 0.326 0.262 1.24 0.66 

As listed in Table 7, the criteria used to evaluate crushing performance of the foldcores include 254 

peak and average stress, uniformity ratio which is the ratio between the peak and average stress, 255 

and densification strain. Both TTP and TSP have superior performance comparing to Miura-256 

type foldcore in all four criteria, with higher average crushing resistance, lower initial peak 257 

stress, lower uniformity ratio and larger densification strain. Out of these four configurations 258 

of folded structures, TTP folded structure has the highest average crushing stress at 0.34MPa, 259 

around 27% higher than the standard Miura-type foldcore and 12% higher densification strain 260 

as well. This suggests an enhanced performance in terms of energy absorption capability. As 261 

concluded in a previous study [20], more corners could lead to higher crushing resistance and 262 

energy absorption capability. In the current study, the decreasing trend of plateau stress from 263 

TTP to TSP to TPP under this loading condition may be also attributed to the decreasing 264 
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number of folds per unit area, since TTP (12 folds/2770mm^2) has more folds per unit area 265 

than TSP (16 folds/6400mm^2) and TPP (10 folds/6449mm^2).  266 

Furthermore, all truncated pyramid folded structures have a delayed peak stress at around 0.1 267 

strain comparing with 0.02 strain for Miura-type as shown in Figure 10. Delayed peak stress 268 

with lower value indicates that the deformation is more consistent and easier to initiate at early 269 

stage for the proposed foldcores, which is another advantage of energy absorber.   270 

4.2 Damage mode of foldcores with simple boundary  271 

Damage modes of the foldcores at different strains under quasi-static crushing are shown in 272 

Figure 11. Different damage modes can be observed for the foldcores. For the widely studied 273 

Miura-type, the faces start to buckle along horizontal directions around the middle of the 274 

foldcore faces, which is followed by the sequential folding of faces along the buckling line at 275 

middle of the faces under further crushing. As shown in Figure 11 (a), sequential folding of the 276 

foldcore faces along the buckling creases can be observed with the increasing strain. This initial 277 

sheet buckling failure mode leads to a sharp increase in the crushing resistance followed by the 278 

sudden drop of the resistance. This failure mode is in good agreement with the previous studies 279 

of Miura-type foldcore [5, 21].  280 

For the three types of truncated pyramid structures, the damage modes vary as well, because 281 

of the differences in inclination angle, the interconnection size and shape. For TTP structure, 282 

bending of the top edges of sidewalls towards unit cell centre can be observed at the strain of 283 

0.2. Local buckling can be observed near the top corners at the interconnections, which is 284 

different from the Miura-type foldcore where the buckling occurs horizontally at the middle of 285 

foldcore face. For TSP foldcore, some faces have the similar deformation modes as TTP with 286 

top edge sidewalls bending inward and occurrence of local buckling along the corners. Other 287 

faces, however, have no local buckling along the interconnections, because of the reduction in 288 

inclination angle of the sidewall comparing to TTP. As can be seen from those circled in Figure 289 

11 (c), some intersection lines at corners are straight and some are buckled at 0.6 strain. Lift-290 

up of the outer corners can also be observed. The predicted deformation of TSP is also 291 

symmetrical whereas in experiment is more randomly distributed. As for TPP, no buckling 292 

along the corner of unit cell can be observed, only sidewall faces vertically bend toward centre. 293 

As shown in circles, almost all corner edges of the TPP foldcore still remain straight at the 294 

strain of 0.6.  295 
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 296 

Figure 11. Damage modes of the foldcores with simple boundary at the strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 297 
0.6; (a) Miura-type; (b) Truncated Triangular Pyramid; (c) Truncated Square Pyramid; (d) 298 

Truncated Pentagonal Pyramid 299 

As investigated in the previous study [14], this initial top edge inward bending leads to low 300 

initial crushing resistance of the truncated square pyramid foldcore, which is followed by  301 

deformation of the sidewall buckling corresponding to the peak stress under crushing. Since 302 

the inward bending on top edges occurs prior to sidewall buckling for the proposed truncated 303 

structures, their initial peak stress are much lower than Miura foldcore. For TPP without 304 

experiencing any sidewall buckling near the unit cell corners, the average crushing resistance 305 

is much lower than the other two types. This is due to the lower inclination angle of sidewalls 306 

on TPP which leads to sidewall sliding and corner lift-ups under lateral crushing. Furthermore, 307 

the triangular interconnection size decreases with the increasing number of the sides, i.e., the 308 

size of vertical triangular interconnections which provide extra crushing resistance reduces 309 
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from TTP to TSP to TPP. This is consistent with the stress-strain curves of the foldcores as 310 

well. 311 

4.3 Fixed boundary condition 312 

Corner lift-up can be observed for TPP foldcore due to the non-ideal simple boundary condition, 313 

which leads to different damage modes and lower crushing resistance comparing to TTP 314 

foldcore. Different boundary conditions are therefore studied to exam its effect on structural 315 

behaviour. The bottom outer edges of the foldcore unit area are fixed in both the in-plane 316 

directions, while other parameters are kept the same. In other words, instead of modelling the 317 

base plate with 2 mm boundary (Figure 6), where sliding of the sidewalls might occur, the 318 

foldcore outer bottom edges are now fixed with no displacement allowed. This is to simulate 319 

one of the most common connection of sandwich core to its skin, where glue or fully fixed 320 

connection is often used. For the folded structure, this fixed boundary condition may be also 321 

achievable by using grooved base plate as shown in Figure 12 (a), which was used as the testing 322 

base plate for an origami-tube [22]. Deformation and crushing resistance of the foldcores are 323 

investigated under the fixed boundary condition. 324 

 325 

Figure 12. (a) Grooved base plate for origami-tube crushing test [22]; (b) Fixed boundary 326 
with outer edges of foldcore fully fixed along the in-plane directions 327 

The numerical results of engineering stress-strain curves for these foldcores with fixed 328 

boundary under quasi-static loading are shown in Figure 13. Similar crushing behaviours are 329 

shown for Miura-type and TPP foldcore as those obtained above with simple boundary 330 

condition as shown in Figure 10. Miura-type foldcore experiences higher initial peak stress 331 

with a slightly shorter elastic stage, where the peak stress is achieved earlier than the case with 332 

simple boundary condition. Other than this, the stress-strain response including the average 333 

stress and densification strain remains similar for the cases with the two different boundary 334 
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conditions. For the other two types of truncated pyramid foldcores, i.e., TSP and TPP, distinct 335 

discrepancy of structural response can be observed from the strain of 0.2 onwards, as compared 336 

to the case with simple boundary condition. Although the structural response seems similar at 337 

the early stage of the crushing for the both boundary conditions, both foldcores of TSP and 338 

TPP show significant increase in the average crushing resistance during the plateau stage of 339 

crushing when the boundary of the foldcores is fixed.  340 

 341 

Figure 13. Stress strain curves of four types of foldcores with fixed outer edges under flatwise 342 
quasi-static crushing with fixed boundary condition 343 

This increased resistance is caused by the change of deformation mode of these two types of 344 

foldcores (TSP and TPP) under fixed boundary. The damage modes of foldcore under this 345 

boundary condition at the strain of 0.4 are shown in Figure 14. Consistent with the stress-strain 346 

curves, the damage modes of the Miura-type and TTP foldcore under fixed boundary are 347 

similar to the case with simple boundary condition as shown in Figure 11 (a, b). The Miura-348 

type foldcore has similar buckling failure occurred at the middle of the faces on foldcore along 349 

the horizontal direction for two boundary conditions. Similar damage mode for TTP foldcore 350 

with the two boundary conditions is also observed. Top edges of the foldcore bend slightly 351 

toward centre of each unit cell and obvious buckling can be observed along the interconnection 352 

lines of the sidewalls. 353 

Significant differences in the deformation mode of TSP and TPP foldcores are shown for two 354 

boundary conditions. As shown in Figure 11 (c) with simple boundary, some sidewalls of TSP 355 
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foldcore are bent vertically towards centre and no deformation is presented along the outer 356 

intersection lines, other faces and interconnections are buckled near the intersection lines. For 357 

TPP foldcore with simple boundary condition shown in Figure 11 (d), only vertical bending of 358 

sidewalls towards centre is presented, all the intersection lines between faces of foldcore 359 

remain straight and un-deformed. Under fixed boundary condition, however, as shown in 360 

Figure 14, TSP and TPP foldcores deform similarly, with rolling of the top edges towards 361 

centre, and buckling along top of the intersection lines. No lift-up or deformation of foldcore 362 

corners at bottom is shown. The change of deformation mode is correlated to the change of 363 

crushing resistance under the two boundary conditions for TSP and TPP folded structures. The 364 

vertical bending of sidewalls towards the centre, shown in simply supported scenario, requires 365 

less force. With simple boundary, faces are free to slide causing corners to lift-up. The foldcore 366 

with lower inclination angle is easier to initiate the sliding of sidewalls due to the larger force 367 

in horizontal direction. Therefore, the foldcore with low inclination angle such as TSP and TTP 368 

is prone to experience the sliding and corner lift-up as shown in Figure 8 (g,h) and Figure 11 369 

(c,d). With fixed boundary, sliding of the sidewalls and the corner lift-ups are minimized, and 370 

the buckling deformation occurs along the triangular interconnections between sidewalls rather 371 

than vertical bending of sidewalls. Therefore, with fixed boundary, the crushing resistance 372 

capacity is enhanced for TSP and TPP foldcores which have lower sidewall inclination angle.  373 

 374 

Figure 14. Damage modes of the foldcores at the strain of 0.4 with fixed boundary; Note: 375 
symmetric model used for TPP to simulate the interaction of adjacent unit cell at the gap  376 
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5. Simple boundary dynamic crushing 377 

5.1 Stress-strain curve comparison under dynamic loading 378 

In this section, structural behaviours of the foldcores are studied under different crushing 379 

velocities. The foldcores have the same unit number with simple boundary condition as in 380 

quasi-static testing where foldcore are simply supported by the same base plate with a 2 mm 381 

high outer boundary. Stress-strain curves of these foldcores under dynamic crushing speeds of 382 

0.05, 0.5, 5, 10 and 20 m/s are presented in Figure 15. Key criteria of these foldcore are listed 383 

in Table 8. 384 

The initial peak stress of Miura-type foldcore is greatly affected by crushing speed. It increases 385 

almost three times from 0.486 to 1.906 MPa with crushing rate increasing from 0.05 to 20 m/s 386 

as shown in Figure 15. Similar drastic increase can be found for its uniformity ratio as well 387 

from 1.81 to 4.25, while the densification strain of Miura-type foldcore is only slightly affected 388 

by the crushing velocity. The Miura-type folded structure shows great strain rate sensitivity on 389 

its initial peak stress.  390 

 391 

Figure 15. Stress-strain curves of foldcores under flatwise dynamic crushing with simple 392 
boundary 393 
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For the truncated pyramid folded structure, strain rate effect is dependent on the base shape 394 

and the geometry of the foldcore. Different dynamic behaviours with increasing crushing speed 395 

are observed for TTP, TSP and TPP as shown in Figure 15. For TTP folded structure, the 396 

increase in initial peak stress is obvious, from less than 0.4 MPa to 1.2 MPa, even though the 397 

increase is not as drastic as Miura-type foldcore. The average crushing stress of TTP structure, 398 

however, remain similar in value irrespective of the crushing velocity. For TSP folded structure, 399 

crushing behaviour remains almost unchanged under low speed crushing (0.5m/s). The initial 400 

peak stress has a much smaller increase under the crushing speed of 20 m/s comparing with 401 

Miura-type and TTP folded structure. The crushing behaviour, on the other hand, is greatly 402 

changed under higher crushing speeds (e.g. 5, 10 and 20 m/s). Significant increase in average 403 

crushing resistance and some reductions in densification strain can be observed in Figure 15. 404 

Similar trend of change in structural behaviour is shown for TPP folded structure with the 405 

increasing crushing speed as well. These crushing behaviours corresponding to the high 406 

crushing speed are somewhat similar to the quasi-static crushing case of the foldcores with the 407 

fixed boundary as shown in Figure 13. This is because the change of the crushing behaviour 408 

related to strain rate is caused by the change in damage modes, similar to the case associated 409 

with changing boundary conditions. More detailed discussions are given in section 5.2. 410 

Table 8. Peak and average stress, uniformity ratio and densification strain of four foldcores 411 
under flatwise dynamic crushing 412 

Foldcore 
type 

Crushing 
speed  (m/s) 

σpeak
 (MPa) σave (MPa) 

U= σpeak 
/σave 

εD 

Miura 

0.05 0.486 0.268 1.81 0.66
0.5 0.847 0.283 2.99 0.67
5 1.300 0.348 3.74 0.70
10 1.384 0.382 3.62 0.70
20 1.906 0.448 4.25 0.66

TTP 

0.05 0.458 0.340 1.35 0.74
0.5 0.559 0.380 1.47 0.75

 5  0.599 0.410 1.46 0.72
10 0.859 0.331 2.60 0.73
20 1.205 0.377 3.20 0.73

TSP 

0.05 0.405 0.286 1.42 0.76
0.5 0.409 0.297 1.38 0.72
5 0.819 0.521 1.57 0.76
10 0.792 0.604 1.31 0.80
20 0.877 0.599 1.46 0.67

TPP 
0.05 0.326 0.262 1.24 0.66
0.5 0.324 0.271 1.20 0.66
5 0.436 0.357 1.22 0.66
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Overall, strong strain rate sensitivity is demonstrated for Miura-type foldcore with huge 413 

increase in the initial peak stress, which is non-ideal for some sandwich panel applications such 414 

as cladding or impact attenuator. The truncated structures are much less strain rate dependent 415 

owing to their geometries. The TTP folded structure with high inclination angle also shows a 416 

dependent crushing behaviour with strain rate, as the initial peak stress increases with the 417 

crushing speed, but at a less level as compared to that of Miura-type foldcore. For TSP and 418 

TPP folded structures, the initial peak stress is not significantly affected by the strain rate.  The 419 

average crushing stress or plateau stress, however, increases with crushing speed due to the 420 

change of deformation mode. Their dynamic crush behaviour with the simple boundary 421 

condition is similar to the case with fixed boundary condition under quasi-static crushing. The 422 

increase of plateau stress under higher crushing speed could lead to a superior energy 423 

absorption capability, since with the same crushing distance the foldcore would absorb more 424 

energy without inducing a significant increase in initial peak stress. 425 

5.2 Damage mode comparisons 426 

The effective stress contour plot of Miura-type foldcore under 20m/s crushing is shown in 427 

Figure 16, the same legend is used as in Figure 11. Distinct deformation mode of the foldcore 428 

with simple boundary condition under dynamic loading is observed as compared to the case 429 

with simple boundary condition under quasi-static crushing shown in Figure 11. The plate 430 

buckling location shifts up to near the top of the foldcore instead of at around the middle of 431 

foldcore faces when crushing at a higher speed. Deformation along the bottom edges of the 432 

Miura-foldcore is less significant than quasi-static scenario, less rising of corners can also be 433 

observed under dynamic scenario. Similar dynamic behaviour of Miura-type foldcore has been 434 

identified in the previous studies as well [5, 23].The buckling location shifted closer to impact 435 

end and initial peak stress increased dramatically, which was explained by the inertia force 436 

developed inside the core under dynamic crushing [23]. The sharp rise of initial peak stress 437 

might be related to the constraints provided by the faces of adjacent rows as well. At a lower 438 

crushing speed, the buckling location is around the middle faces of the foldcore, at some 439 

distance to the intersection of faces from adjacent row. Therefore, with the buckling location 440 

shifting up, closer to the intersection line of adjacent row, larger inertia stabilization is provided 441 

by the adjacent faces, causing significant increase in initial crushing resistance. This inertia 442 

10 0.462 0.338 1.37 0.66
20 0.775 0.532 1.46 0.58
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stabilization effect is similar to the perpendicular webs of square honeycomb where sharp rises 443 

of initial crushing resistance are also observed under higher loading rate [12, 24]. 444 

 445 

Figure 16. Damage modes of Miura-type foldcore at the strain of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 under 446 
20m/s crushing with simple boundary 447 

As shown in Figure 17, the damage mode of TTP folded structure with simple boundary under 448 

dynamic crushing is similar to that with simple boundary under quasi-static crushing as shown 449 

in Figure 11 (b). The top edge rolling towards unit cell centre and the buckling along the 450 

interconnections of sidewalls are observed. The sidewall buckling direction, however, shifts 451 

from bending towards outsides to inwards buckling. This is caused by the slight shifting up of 452 

the top edge bending location and the changed deformation modes. The high inclination angle 453 

of the sidewall of TTP unit cell leads to the increasing resistance to initial rolling on the top 454 

edge. Furthermore, due to the larger size of the vertical triangular interconnections as shown 455 

in Figure 2, the initial inertia effect is stronger for TTP than TSP and TPP which have smaller 456 

interconnections. Therefore, a sharp increase of initial peak stress occurs for TTP under 457 

dynamic loading as compared with the other two types of truncated pyramid structures. As 458 

previously studied [14], similar sharp rise in initial peak stress with the increasing crushing 459 

speed is observed for TSP foldcore with different geometric parameters (e.g. higher inclination 460 

angle and larger interconnection size) than the TSP with the geometry used in this study.  461 

 462 

Figure 17. Damage modes of TTP folded structure with simple boundary at the strain of 0.2, 463 
0.4 and 0.6 under 20m/s crushing  464 
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The deformation of the TSP folded structure is similar to the TTP foldcore under dynamic 465 

loading, as shown in Figure 18. Structural behaviour of TSP folded structure with simple 466 

boundary, however, shows distinct change under dynamic crushing as compared to the case 467 

under quasi-static loading. The deformation of vertical sidewall bending, which occurs on some 468 

faces of TSP foldcore unit cell under quasi-static loading, is not observed, instead top edge 469 

inwards rolling in the early stage and then sidewall horizontal buckling towards centre of each 470 

unit cell are observed under 20 m/s crushing speed. This damage mode of TSP foldcore with 471 

simple boundary under dynamic loading is quite similar to the foldcore with fixed boundary 472 

under quasi-static loading as shown in Figure 14. Correlated to similarity of deformation mode, 473 

the stress-strain responses under the two scenarios (i.e. 20 m/s crushing on the foldcore with 474 

simple boundary condition and quasi-static loading on the foldcore with fixed boundary 475 

condition) are also similar, with an increasing crushing resistance during plateau stage, as seen 476 

in Figure 13 and Figure 15. 477 

 478 

Figure 18. Damage modes of TSP folded structure with simple boundary at the strain of 0.2, 479 
0.4 and 0.6 under 20m/s crushing  480 

Deformation mode of TPP foldcore under 20 m/s crushing is similar to TSP under the same 481 

loading rate. The top edge of the sidewalls bends towards centre of each unit cell and further 482 

bending occurs along with further crushing of the foldcore. No sidewall buckling can be 483 

observed other than the deformation of top edges. As circled in Figure 19, slight corner open-484 

up can be seen between two foldcores, where constraint is not provided due to the gap between 485 

tessellations of the pentagon shape. No lift-up of corner is seen for this simple boundary TPP 486 

under dynamic loading as opposed to foldcore under quasi-static crushing. Similar damage 487 

mode of the structure with simple boundary under dynamic crushing is observed as the case 488 

with fixed boundary condition under quasi-static crushing (Figure 14). 489 
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 490 

Figure 19. Damage modes of TPP folded structure with simple boundary at the strain of 0.2, 491 
0.4 and 0.6 under 20m/s crushing  492 

6. Conclusion 493 

Three types of truncated pyramid folded structures (i.e. TTP, TSP and TPP) are proposed in 494 

this paper with different base shapes (i.e. triangle, square and pentagon). Quasi-static crushing 495 

experiments of the hand-folded samples with simple boundary are carried out. Numerical 496 

models of these structures are calibrated with quasi-static crushing test data and good 497 

agreement is achieved. Numerical simulations are then conducted for quasi-static and dynamic 498 

crushing of the foldcore with simple and fixed boundary conditions. The findings in this study 499 

are summarized below. 500 

1. Under quasi-static crushing of the foldcores with simple boundary condition, superior 501 

performances of TTP and TSP are demonstrated over Miura-type foldcore with higher 502 

average crushing stress, lower initial peak and longer densification strain. TPP shows less 503 

ideal performance than TTP and TSP, because of lower inclination angle and smaller 504 

interconnection size of TPP foldcore.  505 

2. Under quasi-static crushing of foldcores with fixed boundary condition, superior 506 

performances in terms of the key indicators, i.e., high average stress, low initial peak 507 

resistance and low uniformity ratio, are shown for all the three types of truncated folded 508 

structures as compared to Miura-type foldcore. Significant change in deformation mode 509 

and increase in crushing resistance are observed for TSP and TPP foldcores as compared 510 

to the case with simple boundary condition. 511 

3. Under dynamic loading of the foldcores with simple boundary condition, TTP foldcore 512 

shows strain rate sensitivity with rise in initial peak stress due to the high inclination angle 513 

of sidewall. For TSP and TPP foldcores, the crushing resistances are significantly enhanced 514 
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while the initial peak stress is not significantly increased. This is caused by the change of 515 

damage mode due to inertia effect that reduces the sidewall sliding and corner lifting-up of 516 

TSP and TPP foldcores. TSP foldcore outperforms the other three types under higher 517 

loading rate, demonstrating great application potentials for energy absorption. 518 
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